Understanding of the human genome has been advanced significantly by the development of large DNA fragment libraries. To create a map of chromosome 21q that integrates the physical, cytogenetic, and linkage maps, we have characterized a subset of 127 chromosome 21 yeast artificial chromosome [YAC) clones for size, by pulsed field gel electrophoresis, for chimerism and cytogenetic location, by fluorescence in situ hybridization {FISH), and for sequence-tagged sites {STS) content, by PCR. It was found that 54% generated unique map locations on chromosome 21, and 45% detected sites on other chromosomes, of which 33% likely represented true chimerism. Using a simple algorithm, the data from nonchimeric clones have been combined to generate a size-corrected minimal tiling pathway including 5;8 chromosome 21q YACs that represent -33 Mb and include 9 gaps. To confirm the resulting order and relationship to the cytogenetic map, the breakpoints from 23 cell lines partially aneuploid for chromosome 21 have been analyzed by quantitative Southern blot dosage analysis and FISH with a subset of the markers. As one way of investigating the relationship of the genetic to the physical map, the genetic map was superimposed on the physical map using a subset of well-defined markers common to both. The results suggest potential hot spots for recombination and/or gaps in the physical map. This integrated map will facilitate the search for the genes responsible for the Down syndrome phenotypes and provide a better understanding of genome organization and chromosome structure.
Isolation of recombinant DNA clones spanning the entire length of each human chromosome is a major goal of the Human Genome Initiative. Generation of this physical map is a necessary first step to fully elucidate the organization of genetic material in the human genome, to isolate expressed sequences from genomic regions of interest, and ultimately to provide reagents for large-scale sequencing of the genome. Human chromosome 21 has been the subject of intensive studies in this regard for several reasons. First, it is the smallest human autosome and is an attractive target for testing physical mapping strategies. Second, chromosome 21 is a model for the study of human chromosomal aneuploidy and the construction of its physical map is therefore of special interest. In addition, several genetic diseases 3Corresponding author. E-MAIL JKorenberg@mailgate.csmc.edu; FAX (310) 652-8010. of clinical importance have been mapped to chromosome 21, and a physical map provides immediate access to reagents for the isolation of candidate genes for these diseases.
The first complete physical map of chromosome 21q was reported by Chumakov et al. (1992a,b) using a contiguous set of overlapping clones in yeast artificial chromosomes (YACs) . The order of these YACs was established from their sequence-tagged site (STS) contents detected by PCR. A second physical map consisting of a set of mostly independent and overlapping YACs was reported by Nizetic et al. (1994) , who also developed a cosmid pocket map for 145 intervals of chromosome 21 integrated with the YAC map. The development of sequence-ready contigs for any chromosome requires a highly accurate physical map. Therefore, the physical maps developed for chromosome 21 need to be corroborated independently using alternate approaches. We have taken a subset of chromosome 21 mega-YACs reported by Chumakov et al. (1992b) , determined their size by pulsed field gel electrophoresis (PFGE), and reanalyzed some of them for their STS contents. These YACs were then ordered based on their STS contents, and a preliminary map was constructed using a series of map conventions. To further validate the map, the cytogenetic location of the YACs on chromosome 21 as well as the presence of chimerism, if any, were determined by fluorescence in situ hybridization (FISH), and the secondary sites were defined. The order of the YACs was also integrated with the breakpoints on chromosome 21 identified in 23 patients with segmental aneuploidy for chromosome 21. Finally, the chromosome 21 genetic map was superimposed on the resulting physical map.
RESULTS
A total of 127 YACs, a subset of the mega-YACs reported by Chumakov et al. (1992b) , were used in this study (Table 1 ). The sizes of these YACs were determined by PFGE ( Fig. 1 ) and were found to be comparable to the size determinations made later at CEPH, within the limits of resolution (Table 1) .
FISH Estimation of YAC Chimerism
The chromosome 21 and non-21 sites for each of the 127 YACs was determined by using FISH ( Fig.  2 ; Table 1 ). At least 50 metaphases were analyzed for each of the YACs localized. A YAC was considered localized to a band on chromosome 21 when both chromatids of at least one chromosome were positive for signals at that site in >15% of metaphases examined. The majority of the YACs analyzed had signals in 60%-80% of metaphases examined. The background of nonspecific fluorescent signals on all chromosomes taken together (but no more than once at any given site) rarely exceeded the totality of specific signals on chromosome 21. If the signals from any given YAC were observed at another chromosomal site more than once, this was scored as a secondary signal and the YAC was considered chimeric. YACs with secondary signals at regions of known repetitive DNA or on chromosome 21 were not considered chimeric, including regions of known ribosomal DNA and pericentromeric regions.
To develop an approximate estimate of the 428 ~ GENOME RESEARCH sensitivity of detecting chimerism, a series of mixing experiments using a YAC with a large insert and a YAC cosmid or plasmid with a smaller insert were conducted. When tested at equal weight, fragments ~<1 kb can be detected as chimeric. However, when tested at concentrations used to generate equimolar amounts that reflect the structure of a chimeric YAC more closely, the sensitivity of chimeric detection is clearly decreased. Furthermore, regional map positions affect the signal intensity and with current methods, R-band signals are less intense and therefore less likely to be detected at smaller size ranges, than G-band sites. Finally, the vector of origin also affects signal strength, with bacterial vectors more likely to generate intense insert signals, and signals from both phage and YAC vectors more likely to generate higher background and less intense signals. Therefore, all estimates of chimer° ism should be regarded as minimal estimates. Nevertheless, combining data from equimolar mixing experiments using YACs and cosmids suggests that, at best, chimerism of fragments in the range of 2-3.5 kb will be detected and, at worst, for YACs in the megabase range, chimerism involving fragments of 100 kb (-10% of the size) will be detected. FISH study evaluation of the chromosome 21 YACs used to construct the map reported here revealed that 42 of the 127 YACs examined were chimeric (Table 1) .
Development of the YAC Map

Conventions
The data on the set of chromosome 21-specific YACs studied could be presented in one of two ways. They may be utilized as an ordered list with gaps defined by the STSs mapped on chromosome 21 by single-chromosome hybrids, or PFGE. Alternatively, the data may be used to formulate a YAC array and generate a framework graphic map. The accuracy of the latter depends on the use of nonchimeric, stable YAC clones, the density of STSs, a knowledge of the pulsed field and NotI linking clone maps, and on fingerprinting analyses, all of which aid in determining the extent of overlap between neighboring clones and the size and distribution of gaps in the map. Similarly, and reflexively, the graphic map may help in determining the location of gaps in the physical and genetic maps and is a more accessible form of data presentation to the user. Therefore, we have used the following conventions to construct a framework graphic map and have tested its relationship to other physical and genetic maps of chromosome 21. First, the coarse relationship of the molecular map to the cytogenetic map was determined for YACs and a subset of STSs. All positions of YACs were determined by FISH with respect to the reverse banding pattern generated by chromomycin/distamycin. Second, the positions of YACs were readjusted by a knowledge of the molecular and cytogenetic breakpoints determined by Giemsa banding in the aneuploid human cell lines. The use of two banding techniques optimized the ability to define more accurately the position of YACs compared to the standard cytogenetic landmarks.
Hap construction
The determination of the true degree of overlap in neighboring YACs is complex. Although this may be estimated for a whole chromosome collection of fragments (Lawrence et al. 1993) , the density and distribution of STSs is low and variable enough to lead to large deviations from the true overlap in many cases. Furthermore, small variations in the overlap convention will lead to large variations in the estimate of map length. Therefore, overlap was estimated based on three practical considerations: (1) A constant overlap distance was assumed for each STS on the map; (2) although quite arbitrary, the overlap distance per STS was determined by using the minimum necessary to prevent the overlap of small YACs from exceeding their true size; and (3) the dis-YAC MAP OF CHROMOSOME 21q tance per STS was made small enough to avoid forcing two nonoverlapping YACs flanking a small YAC to overlap each other. This resulted in assigning an average of 67.5 kb/STS in any given overlap region. Known and potential gaps between YACs as determined by a lack of STS overlap were taken as 0 distance in the map. Because of the dearth of telomeric YACs, this region was estimated by using the data from the PFGE map. YACs were then placed at the appropriate distances based on the markers shared with the PFGE map. Although the map generated by this approach is of variable accuracy, it provides a framework that will be readjusted as further regional mapping of overlap regions is completed.
To determine the general validity of this map, it is of interest to compare it to physical maps determined by other methods.
Hap Characteristics
A tabular representation of both chimeric and nonchimeric chromosome 21 YACs characterized is given in Table 1 . This includes data on PFGE-determined YAC size, secondary sites detected by using FISH as a measure of chimerism or homology, and cytogenetic map position of primary and secondary sites as determined by
FIgure 2 FISH assigning YAC 014A12 (markers D21S339, D21S342, D21S259) to 21q22.3. FITC signals are clearly visible on the chromomycin/ distamycin reverse-banded chromosomes.
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Cold Spring Harbor Laboratory Press on November 6, 2017 -Published by genome.cshlp.org Downloaded from R-banding. These data are then combined with the STS data and are illustrated in graphic form in Figures 3 and 4 as a map that results from applying the conventions defined above. To minimize subsequent redundant analyses, our first attempts at map construction were focused on the definition of a minimal tiling path (MTP), that is, a set of nonchimeric clones with minimal overlap. However, YACs are both more chimeric and unstable than previously thought, and a more recent study has revealed two YACs originally assigned to the MTP (90B3 and 767B3) to be chimeric. Furthermore, the extent to which the STS content reflects the in vivo state, even of the library donor DNA, is clearly dependent on the STS density which, on average, is -1/200 kb. Therefore, estimates of both chimerism and the lack of STS deletion must be regarded as minimal in current YAC arrays. Despite these caveats, an arbitrary set of YACs defining a MTP are indicated on the map and are used to illustrate the approximate distribution of STSs. These STSs are spaced evenly within the YAC they are assigned to and are shown as vertical lines on the chromosome ideogram. Figure 4 notes potential gaps between YACs in the MTP set that might have been bridged by including chimeric and/or deleted clones from the YACs detailed in (Chumakov et al. 1992b ). First, between YACs 221B7 and 264F9, two YACs (488E2 and 872C9) that might bridge the gap are deleted for STSs in the joining region. A second gap, between YACs 193G12 and 745Cll, is potentially bridged by 794A4 (chimeric), 160F2 (chimeric), 759C5 (deleted and chimeric), and 767C7 (deleted for the joining region). A third gap, between 767B3 (chimeric) and 761B5, is potentially bridged by YACs 749H3 (chimeric and deleted for the joining region), 856H10 (deleted for the joining region), and 784H4 (chimeric). Of the gaps in the telomeric region, additonal CEPH YACs were not defined for ordering STSs or filling gaps that will likely require alternative vectors. Potential gaps in the MTP set are also noted in Figure 3 . In view of the well-defined instability of YACs and of the variability of STS density, the estimate of gaps must be considered as a mini mum and the map must be understood as in progress, with gaps and uncertain orders resolved by high-resolution, secondgeneration maps in stable vectors.
With the exception of the telomeric YACs containing CoL6A1, the YAC order is the same as that given in Chumakov et al. (1992b) . Table 2 compares our present STS order with those published previously. Changes in STS order include the following: D21Sl12 has moved to YAC 94E4; D21S64 has been assigned to 23SD5 and 761BS; and D21S398 to 26SH12 and 761BS. Furthermore, published, consensus differences in STS order have been incorporated, including findings by Crete et al. (1993) . These include the ordering of D21S48, D21S388/GRIK1, D21S361/CRYA1, D21S334/D21S333, and D21S336-D21S335. The ordering of interferon-~z receptor (IFNAR) and GART were established as described in Shimizu et al. (199S) . The STS order of the region defined by D21SSS-D21S64 is established by Hubert et al. (199S) in agreement with Shimizu et al. (199S) .
Map Size
The size of the chromosome 21 map was determined by using only the subset of nonchimeric clones. This generated a total of 32.75 Mb and extended from the centromeric marker H2-112 through the telomeric YAC 782D7 and includes a minimum of 11 gaps defined by known missing STSs (Gs) or the lack of obvious STS overlap in neighboring YACs. This was calculated by adding the sizes of a minimal subset of YAC clones and subtracting the megabase corresponding to the number of STSs located in overlapping YACs according to the overlap convention.
Validation of the Map
The validity of the YAC map developed was tested and verified using several approaches. First, the position of the YACs on the map generated was consistent with their locations on chromosome 21 as determined by FISH. In addition, in independent studies using a subset of the STS markers, we have characterized the chromosome 21 breakpoints in the 23 patients, as shown in Figure 5 , A and B, each of whom carries a partial deletion and/or duplication of chromosome 21. These breakpoints were defined either by Southern blot dosage or by the analysis of polymorphisms associated with the STSs. They provide 23 independent breakpoints on chromosome 21 and divide it into 16 intervals (Fig.  SA,B) . Most of the cell lines are interstitial deletions, duplications, or translocations, and the aneuploid regions are consistent with single events. Assuming that these rearrangements do D21S222  GA2E03  GA3E05  ,GASG06  GA1B01  GA1G04  $51All  206xg5  21-CA3-01  D21S230  GS1H09  GALA03  GAIG05  GA6D05  C6  G51 E0  GABF11  234wa5  I.A297   D21S217  D21S218  D21S54  GASE06  GA2A04  GALA05  GAIG10  GAgB07  GA1H05  GA6E11  GA3C01  O21S82  LA329  O21S226  O21S213  G52E07  GA1B06  GASB02  GA3B03  ' D21S305  D21S307  O21S309  D21S310  o21S93  LL60  SOD1  LL120  D21S311  193xf10  D21S312  D21S313  O21S314  O21S404  1981c5  D21S391  O21S392  D21S319   D21S283  o21S2~  D21S2~  O21S287  D21S365  D21S289  D21S265  APP  D21S217  D21S218  D21S~  D21S~3  D21S291  D21S292  D21S294  D21S295  D21S296  O21S298  D21S299  D21S82  O21S388  D21S226  D21S213  D21S300  D21S301  D21S302  D21S303  D21S304  D21 $ 211zg9  G52B07  GA3A08  GA5G12  G31A08  D21S93  LL60  SOD1  LL120  G32C12  193xf10  G51F06  G51D12  GA7D12  G51D1  198tc5  G51A08  GA6F09  LA37SP  G51B09  E1-100  D21S58  G31A06  D21S219  D21S216  G51C02  GART  IFNAR  G51E05  GA1H01  GA7D02  VN02  G52F04  KCNE1  GA8D02  D21S65  AML1  GA2F05  GA 1A04  GA9A06  GA2A12  GA1 DO8  GA1 D11  LL103  D21S211  D21S17  CBR  G31B07  G51B07  LL390  D21S167  238wc3  GA1B02  GAgA12  031xc5  GA7E01  D21S55  GA2B12  ERG  GA8G10  GA3D05  016xe5  GA5F11  SSR01  LL233  ETS2  ACTFIB  D21S3  D21S168  HMG14  LA68  D21S220  GA7F09  G51C12  G52F02  G51D08L  LL45SP  D21S64  GA7C08  D21S23  D21S15  GA3B09   D21S219  D21S263  D21S216  D21S307  D21S320  D21S309  iGART  D21S93  I FNAR  D21 $389  D21S321  SOD1  ~1S~2  ~1S~3  D21S324  KCNE1   D21S390  D21S311  D21S261 GART  ~1S~3  ~1S167  D21S336  ~1S~5  D21S55  D21 S339  D21S338  ERG  ETS2  D21 $3  D21 S343  LL45SP  D21 $345  D21S168  D21S346  D21S344  HMG14  D21S220  ~1S15  ~1S~9  D21 $231  D21S352  ~1S~3  ~1S~4  ~lS~  LLl13  234x~  D21S355  MX1  D21S~6  D21S212  BCEI   D21S219  D21S216  D21 $320  D21S321  VN02  D21 $324  D21 $325  KCNE1  D21S322  D21S323  D21S332  D21S328  D21S65  D21S326  D21S327  D21S330  D21S331  AML1  D21S393  D21S211  D21S17  CBR  D21S333  D21S334  D21S396  D21S395  D21S167  D21S267  D21S335  D21S336  D21S394  D21S270  D21S337  D21S55  D21S233  D21S341  D21S342  D21S259  D21S339  ERG  D21S338  ACTFIB   D21S19  D21S42  D21S49  D21S113  CRYAA  D21S361  CBS  D21S141  PFKL  D21S171  LL13  ETS2  D2tS3  COL6A2  D21S343  COL6A1  D21S220  S100B  D21S344  HMG14  D21 $ 21_S~3 ................................................................................................................................ (Fig. 7) . The results show relatively uniform recombination throughout the chromosome, with the exception of a few apparent hot spots. These may represent unrecognized gaps in the physical map or may be true hot spots for recombination. further analysis of the structure and function of human chromosome 21. The physical map is 34.2 Mb long and extends from the centromeric marker H2-112 through the telomeric marker YAC 782D7. The small size of this map clearly indicates the existence of significant gaps in the map defined by these YAC clones. The likely location and size of the major gaps is estimated from the following considerations (illustrated in part in Fig. 4) . Although the true size of chromosome 21q is unknown, estimates of total 21 (p + q) range from 50 Mb (Lawrence et al. 1993) , to 54 Mb (Korenberg and Engels 1978) . The long arm of chromosome 21, extending from and including the c~-centromeric array defined by D2121 through the telomeric region, is estimated to be >38 Mb from NotI analysis (Ichikawa et al. 1993) and to be 40-50 Mb by Chumakov et al. (1992b) . Assuming 5-12 Mb for 21p (to take into account the well-known variability in size) and >38 Mb for 21q, the YAC map modeled here lacks ~5 Mb. We note that this is a rough estimate in that the centromeric array size (Ichikawa et al. 1993 ) is estimated from a 5.7-Mb pulsed field gel fragment. Some part of the missing physical map may be accounted for by the 2-4 Mb in the centromeric cz array that is not included in the YACs. Further comparison of the YAC map and the NotI map (Fig. 6 ) suggests gaps of -5.3 Mb in the region of 21q21.1-22.1 (as defined by YACs 221B7 and 760H5 containing the linking clones LL136-LL60, respectively), which contains two of the defined gaps in the YAC map. The region of least continuous coverage is the telomeric region that contains five gaps in the YAC map and is represented by only a few unstable YACs reflecting the difficulties in maintaining the region in stable clones and with limited resources. However, despite this, alignment with the established PFGE map in the region (Burmeister et al. 1991) suggests that the YAC map in this region (D21S3-Col6A1) may lack only -1 Mb (Fig. 6) . Finally, an unknown amount is also indicated by the remaining YAC gaps noted. In summary, these considerations would bring the estimated size of YAC MAP OF CHROMOSOME 21q
the YAC map to a total of -41-43 Mb, consistent with all map length estimates. There are significant differences in the ordering of STSs between Chumakov et al. (1992b) and this report. Table 2 details the evolution of the STS order on chromosome 21q (from centromere to telomere). Modifications in the order were made as new information became available.
Genetic vs. the Physical Map
An interesting additional way of looking at the size and position of potential gaps in the physical map corroborates the map described above but derives from an independent source--a consideration of the genetic versus the physical maps shown below. Although the determination of genetic distance separating the markers is determined solely by recombination fraction, the estimate of the amount of crossing-over per physical distance (the definition of genetic hot spots) is dependent on the true physical distance separating the markers. Therefore, it was of interest to investigate the amount of crossing-over per megabase as a way of determining the existence of genetic hot spots on chromosome 21. The data are illustrated in Figure 7 in which cM/Mb has been calculated for each marker pair in the current genetic map that conforms to the YAC map. The results indicate relatively uniform recombination per megabase throughout the chromosome, with the exception of three apparent hot spots that are associated with 5-10 times the recombination rate in the remainder of the chromosome. Although this may reflect true recombination activity, it is notable that all three marker pairs are associated with apparently small physical distances, the estimation of which is likely to vary more than larger physical distances. Therefore, we may consider that these regions represent errors (underestimates) or gaps in the physical map as follows. By assuming that these regions are of average maximal (for the known map) recombination frequency, they may be used to estimate the size of the gaps by determin- Figure 5 (A) Molecular analysis of cell lines from individuals aneuploid for chromosome 21 as described in Korenberg et al. (1994) for duplications, and for deletions as follows: DEL21JC (Korenberg et al. 1991 ) ; DEL21AH, DEL21EH (Roland et al. 1990 ); DEL21 6918 (Reynolds et al. 1985) ; rDEL21 MT, rDEL21 ST (Falik-Borenstein et al. 1992) ; and DUP21JL (Park et al. 1987) . The cell lines include deletions, translocations, and internal duplications and rearrangements and define 32 independent breaks and 16 regions. 
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METHODS
YACs
A subset of 127 YACs from those reported by Chumakov et al. (1992a,b) were used in this study. A total of 24 YACs were reanalyzed for their STS contents by PCR as described previously (Chumakov et al. 1992a,b) . The order of these YACs was derived using 202 STSs assigned to chromosome 21q. All YACs used in the map originated from Centre d'Etude du Polymorphisme Humain (CEPH). Most were obtained directly from CEPH with the exception of those marked with an asterisk that were distributed by and obtained through the chromosome 21 YAC screening effort.
Characterization of YACs
Agarose DNA plugs were prepared for YAC characterization from cultured media (Birren and Lai 1993) . Plugs were run for 20 hr at 250 V with staged pulse programs designed to resolve particular YAC sizes using the Beckman Geneline TAFE system. Gels were stained with ethidium bromide for 10 min and were then washed in ddH20 for 15 min before photography. Prior to Southern blotting onto nylon Magna NT filters, gels were denatured in 0.5 M NaOH, 1.5 M NaC1 for 15 min, irradiated with shortwave UV on each side of the gel, washed for 10 rain in ddH20, and neutralized in 0.5 M Tris-HC1 (pH 7.4), 3 M NaC1, for 15 min. The DNA was transferred overnight in 20 × SSC sodium saline (Sambrook et al. 1989 ) and linked to the filters by using shortwave UV for 30 sec prior to baking for 2 hr. The blots were hybridized overnight at 37°C in buffer that included the following: 1 M NaC1, 0.05 M Tris at pH 7.5, 5 mM EDTA, 0.1% SDS, 1 × Denhardt's solution, 200 ~g/ml of boiled salmon sperm DNA, 1 x 106 to 3 x 106 cpm/ml [~32p]dATP end-labeled probe (-10 ng). The probes used to detect human sequences were oligonucleotides CL1 (5') and CL2 (3') from the conserved regions of the Alu consensus sequence (Lengauer et al. 1992) . The filters were washed at low stringency (25°C for 15 rain in buffer that included 2 × SSC/0.1% SDS followed by 10 rain at 37°C in 2 x SSC/0.1% SDS) prior to autoradiography.
Fluorescence In Situ Hybridization of YACs
DNA isolated from YAC clones was biotinylated by nick translation with biotin 14-dATP using the BioNick Labeling Kit (GIBCO-BRL). The size of probes after nick translation was in the range of 200-500 bp. FISH was performed essentially as described . Briefly, 400 ng of probe DNA was mixed with 8 jag of human Cot1 DNA (GIBCO-BRL) and 2 ~g of sonicated salmon sperm DNA to suppress any background produced from human repetitive DNA and yeast genomic DNA. Probes were denatured, preannealed at 37°C for ~30 min, and applied to denatured, high-resolution human metaphase chromosome preparations. Before denaturation, chromosome preparations were treated with RNase at 37°C for 30 min as described previously . Hybridization signals were detected with avidin-FITC. Signals were amplified using biotinylated antiavidin when necessary. Chromosomes were counterstained with chromomycin A3 and distamycin A . The resulting R-bands allowed identification of chromosomes as well as the sub-bands on Chromosome 442 ~1t GENOME RESEARCH 21 for precise localization of the YACs at the 400-to 500-band stage for most YACs tested and at higher resolution for some. Hybridization signals were scored using a Zeiss Axiophot microscope (with Zeiss filter set no. 05). Color images were captured on a Photometrics cooled chargecoupled device (CCD) camera and the ONCOR-BDS image analysis system.
Patients with Chromosome 21 Aneuploidy
A 16-interval map of chromosome 21 was generated based on naturally occurring chromosome rearrangements that were identified in 23 patients with partial aneuploidy for chromosome 21 resulting in deletions or duplications. Molecular analyses extended previous data, utilized quantitative Southern blot dosage techniques (Korenberg et al. 1994 ), and FISH as described above.
